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Abstract
During a steamy afternoon at the beach, a seagull makes its way through crowds of
phone-distracted humans in its search for a meal. When it lays its eyes on a fresh box of french
fries, the seagull stops at nothing to get a taste, even while increasingly strange fates are befalling
the humans. While everyone is distracted, by fries or by cell phones, a vortex opens in the sky
and carries everyone into the unknown. Finally, with the people vanished, the seagulls reap the
benefits of an abandoned beach full of snack foods left behind. Blue Light began as an
introspective look at society’s relationship with technology, but shifted dramatically in tone when
a global pandemic changed my perspective. After a summer of false starts, my work turned into
finding ways to illuminate the humor and absurdity of humanity’s dependence on technology.
Inspiration for this new draft was sparked by wanting an opportunity to move the focus away
from any main characters, and towards the backgrounds so I could sharpen my skills in layouts
and background painting. In doing so, the main mechanic of the film was born; an ever
escalating backdrop of strangeness. By balancing a mix of quirky character design, ominous
coloring, and other-worldly music, I was able to achieve a successfully weird yet amusing look at
ourselves in a fictional, apocalyptic future.
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Introduction
“Last spring I proposed a very different thesis film. I wanted to discuss my own
relationship with technology, and how at times it feels like an addiction; the tone was moody and
dark and self-deprecating in a way that I believed would teach me something about balancing my
time better. Then the pandemic hit! And as we all remember, technology (more specifically
phones, laptops, webcams, etc) suddenly became the core of ALL our social interaction. Not
only was it our main way to continue learning and working, but it was also a psychological
life-saver to be able to see our loved ones when everything was uncertain.
So, understandably, I was in an awkward position....
After weeks of inner turmoil and feeling less and less connected to my original story, I
started considering ways to approach the theme with more humor and curiosity. I ran through
about a dozen variations; testing out more specific pitfalls of the online experience like identity
theft, artistic interpretations of phishing scams, all the way to more lighthearted concepts like
zoom for dogs. I landed, however, on an idea that would allow me to focus on my technical
skills in layout design and staging. In this piece, I decided to lean all the way into how ridiculous
we can be, absorbed in our devices to the point where the rest of the world could fall away and
we'd never know it. I chose to follow a seagull, the iconic simple-minded comedy bird, on a
quest where the real spectacle turned out to be everything else happening on screen.
Looking back on this project and this past year, I've come to accept the fact that while
having balance in life is crucial (whether it's between screen-time and outdoors time, being
sedentary or active), it is equally important to be forgiving of oneself and to be able to find
humor even in dark situations.” -Artist Statement, May 2021
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In January of 2020, I didn’t have a clear vision of my thesis film. This presented a slight
problem in that there were only a few short months before I would be proposing this film to my
advisory committee. I spent weeks combing through students’ graduation films from various
schools and came to the --ludicrous-- conclusion that this film must be 1) deeply personal, 2)
poignant and heartfelt, and 3) somber as hell. Those, I decided, were the secret ingredients to a
beautiful and successful graduation film.
Through much trial and error, I found the perfect topic; it was not so personal that I
couldn’t talk about it, and it was not so obscure that it would be hard to understand. It was
beautifully universal, divisive, and relevant. I would craft my thesis around the World Wide Web.
Something which had shaped not only my childhood and adolescence, but that of everyone in my
generation. The technology boom of the early 2000s marked a turning point for all civilization,
and here I was, ready to sum it up in four, existential-dread inducing minutes. Or at least that is
what I had masterfully planned.
Around this time, I was becoming interested in Vaporwave aesthetics: a visual art style as
well as a niche genre of electronic music inspired by late 1990’s web design and glitchy remixes
of music samples, all designed to regulate mood and capitalize on nostalgia for the 80s and 90s
(Born and Haworth 80-83). The movement is defined by its satire of early internet culture and
kitschy mass marketing trends funneled through a nostalgic and dreamlike lens. Created by
artists pulling inspiration from their childhoods, Vaporwave artwork reveals a complex mix of
comfort and disturbance in relation to computer technology. This mix of fear and distrust versus
total fascination I felt growing up in the 90s and 00s was well reflected by Vaporwave, and I
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wanted it to play a central role in the aesthetics of my film.
My mood board ended up looking like a nightmarish mashup of 90s counter-culture
references and cloyingly sweet color palettes, but the bones of my thesis film were growing and I
was determined to find a way to articulate my own experience. Unfortunately, what started as
undertones of distrust quickly became the core message of my film. My predilection for horror
stories and creepy visuals guided me toward a cautionary tale of addiction, loss, and dysphoria; a
slightly heavier set of themes than I wanted to place on my own shoulders for a year… and
definitely not reflective of my attitude towards modern technology. However I pressed on,
believing that I could mellow out the writing enough to shine a light on some relatable issues, but
not condemn the internet as a whole.

In April of 2020, I proposed my dark and damning thesis concept to my committee… via Zoom.

Two weeks prior our campus had shut down due to a rapidly spreading virus called Covid 19.
All coursework shifted online, all people shifted into isolation. Eventually my sobering morality
tale of a thesis shifted into comedy.
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Preproduction and Development

First Proposal: A Girl and Her Dog

Blue Light began as a story straddling two worlds: the physical world and virtual reality. A
dichotomy which I thought I was prepared to handle, but which ultimately was the undoing of
my initial thesis plan. You see, the story involved a young woman feeling isolated from her
community. One day, while walking her dog around the neighborhood, she encounters a huge
mass of people lined up to buy this brand new device which connects the user to something
called The Web. Intrigued, she brings one home for herself and logs on. As the story progresses,
she becomes more enwrapped in the thrills of The Web and starts to neglect her real world
counterparts. As she spends greater amounts of time in the virtual space, her dog slowly trashes
her apartment and eventually escapes. In the end, she encounters an overwhelming force in The
Web which jolts her back into the real world where is faced with the trauma of losing her only
real companion. Despite this, she yearns to go back to the virtual world. In early drafts, the dog
doesn’t come back, but I realized I felt so uncomfortable punishing this character that I couldn’t
let her dog be gone for good.
That should have been enough of a sign for me to start revising the storyline away from
the anti-internet theme, but I had doubled down and spent the summer conceiving designs for the
characters and doing research on early internet development. Chiaki J. Konaka’s Serial
Experiments Lain as well as Victoria Vincent’s Twins in Paradise were major inspirations for
how I envisioned treating the transition between the physical and virtual worlds; they both
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utilized an otherworldly blue-glow against a warm palette, and juxtaposed hard-edged electronic
machinery with slithering, vine-like cabling. I wanted to recreate that visual of densely packed
information and life in the computer, sitting in a vast and desolate man made space.

Figure 1. Still from Serial Experiments Lain (1998)

Figure 2. Still from Twins in Paradise (2020)
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The problem was that after weeks of trying to storyboard scenes like this, I felt more and more
like an imposter. The “virtual world” that I had so clearly envisioned was blurring out as I began
doubting my motivations for making the piece. Yes, I feel like I probably spend too much time
on the internet, and yes, I do believe having balance is important, but why was this story starting
to just feel cruel? Then it finally clicked. I’m not sure if it was while I was sitting at my
computer (literally every day), talking on Facetime and Zoom to my friends and loved ones, or
working remotely for my campus job, but at some point I realized that my quarantine experience
was only made livable through my access to virtual space. I was making a film criticizing
something that was sustaining my mental health, it was no wonder the storyboards weren’t
coming easily to me. At that point I made a choice to let go of the plotline I had been building
for months, and forgive myself for indulging in untold amounts of screentime to stay connected
during a time of isolation.

Figure 3. Blog post image from September 2020
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Figure 4. Image from production blog regarding newfound inspiration

Major Revision

October was an odd combination of much needed relief and new found panic. It was refreshing
to move past a plotline that wasn’t feeling right, but now there was a wide open expanse of
possibilities to think about. I kept rewriting the same characters but in different and more specific
situations, hoping that one of them would be visually clear to me. The imposter feeling stayed
with me through every draft, and I began to realize that there was another problem I was working
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against; this type of writing wasn’t me. Looking over the stories I’ve written in the past, the
constant theme is humor. If there is one thing I’m good at, it’s finding an amusing irony in
garbage situations. So I reframed my approach to capitalize on things I do well.
I started thinking about more lighthearted and humorous ways to approach the topic of
technology and themes of addiction, but I kept finding that the characters I had created at the
beginning were weighed down by their constant association with dark and heavy subject matter.
Pushing them a little bit toward comedy wasn’t accomplishing anything other than undercutting
what felt like a pretty serious theme. That was when it all became clear. I had to go to the other
side of the bell-curve.
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Figure 5. Very logical bell-curve for animated film genres 2020

If becoming addicted to the digital world was my Serious Drama, then clearly my absurdist
comedy would need to push that idea to the absolute limit. I had spent so much time being afraid
of the “screens bad books good” trope that I failed to see how entertaining the reality of our
situation could be. Regardless of which side of the argument you’re on, more likely than not
you’re venting your frustration into a virtual space. You’re liking and sharing the photos from
your most recent hike. You’re swiping through an article about the death of the newspaper.
People do a lot of stuff on screens, that is just a fact. A fact I could visually exploit to show how
absurdly dependent not just my character is on digital space, but people everywhere.
In my many redrafting sessions, I thought about ways I could approach the subject less
directly: to pull the focus away from just one or two characters and really look at people as a
whole. One of the goals listed in my proposal was to work on polishing my background painting
and layout design, a perfect way to showcase people… as a whole! What I needed was a silly,
amusing foreground element to guide my viewers through the narrative, showing off the main
theme in the environments. Enter the bird!
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Figure 6. Early storyboards for Blue Light redraft

I want to say that the bird was expertly crafted as a metaphor for our tunnel-vision in the upkeep
of our virtual personas and participation in digital spaces... But honestly I just love drawing
dumb-looking animals doing dumb things. This bird and his insatiable lust for free snacks came
directly from my soul, but he does conveniently tie together an A plot and a B plot.
The pieces started falling into place as I mulled over settings where large groups would gather,
and a goofy bird might be present. The beach became the obvious choice as it also introduced an
element of irony; wouldn’t these people want to be taking in the beautiful scenery instead of
looking at their devices?
While these decisions at the time felt impulsive and frantic (as I was trying to hold
together the original sentiment of my thesis proposal), they settled so naturally into place that I
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was able to draft a complete storyboard for my advisory committee within a few weeks.
The mood was immediately more appealing to me, bringing some levity into my quarantine
situation. As I worked on the new story more, the more similarities I found between it and my
original proposal.

Comedic Timing and Influences
It’s hard to pin down exactly what makes Blue Light funny. It’s not ‘laugh-out-loud’ funny or
full of witty punch-lines, nor does it include much in the way of classic slapstick comedy. It
relies instead on the novelty and irony encapsulated in each vignette, and the creeping darkness
that throws the whole narrative out of the normal beach scene and into something altogether
weird. Referring back to Figure 5’s bell-curve (based entirely on my own comedic sensibilities),
I think there is something special about the right-hand side where Blue Light is meant to exist.
The graph as a whole is not meant to represent Comedy at all, but rather a sliding scale of
convincibility. The two peaks of the curve represent a full success in compelling one’s audience
to believe whatever point is made; on the left, via heartfelt earnesty, on the right, via hyperbole.
My own sense of humor was shaped in part by British comedy shows like Monty Python, The
Office, and Whose Line is it Anyway?, in which absurdity is a central theme. While I am not an
expert in British humor or social history, I would guess (from my own experience with it, at
least) that the humor comes from the amount of irony and satire which is commonplace in British
comedy. In an article written by Ricky Gervais, he explains that there is a fundamental
difference in the upbringing of Americans versus Brits; Americans are taught optimism, that they
can succeed if they work hard enough, whereas Brits don’t push every individual to achieve
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rockstar-status success in life. He remarks that irony and sarcasm are more commonly used by
the public than in the US because those forms of communication don’t offer sincere praise before
it’s due. Any instance of self-confidence or egoism is tempered by self-deprecation (Time.com).
In the same way, any moment of seeming normalcy in Blue Light is balanced by something
bizarre happening in the background. The juxtaposition of a straight face against chaotic
circumstances can also be found in the work of Buster Keaton, who also was a big influence on
my sense of humor. Unlike his contemporary silent actor, Charlie Chaplin, Keaton’s appeal
came from his unchanging expression throughout his slapstick films. Once again, a kind of irony
created the punchline by the contrast of an unflinching face versus wild and unfortunate events.
The most pervasive element of humor in Blue Light is the seagull’s blank, unwavering stare into
the middle distance, a visual echo of the background characters gazing into their phones.

Figure 7. First background painted for Blue Light redraft
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Unifying Through Design
Even though the plot changed dramatically, the building blocks I had first chosen to work with
were the same. The key elements I strove to get across were a) a sense of growing unease, b) a
clear depiction of someone failing to see what’s happening around them, and c) the idea that
virtual space can slowly consume us if we can’t take breaks from it. By changing these elements
from figurative to literal, I gave myself a plethora of visual options and put more mental stock
into the animation as my medium of storytelling.

Color
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Figure 8. Blue Light color script

Color played a huge role in creating the other-worldly atmosphere for Blue Light. Drawing
inspiration from the Vaporwave aesthetic, I toned my backgrounds with shades of warm purples,
pinks, and tans to offset the titular blue glows in the foreground. These late afternoon colors
were chosen to immediately alert the audience that something is off here. Typically one thinks of
ultra high key color schemes, hard shadows, and bustling energy for a beach setting, but the hazy
pinkish atmosphere shows that the characters have been here all day and should probably be
heading home. The warmth and low saturation in every scene lulls the viewer into a sleepy daze
while teal-blue from every phone becomes jittering focal points.

Character
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Figure 9. Shape exploration for characters

Figure 10. Final character designs

I had a hard time nailing down how to draw my beach-going extras. I wanted them to echo the
strange and unsettling nature of the plot, but also have some humorous elements that would keep
the mood of the film light and entertaining. Keeping them fairly cartoony and simple was
important given that I was planning a number of complex camera moves and angles, but I
wanted to make sure they looked distinctly unique to this film, and by extension this universe in
which cell phones would carry humanity away into the sky. I ended up designing each character
to resonate with their individual vignettes in the storyline: a blocky man with the sand castle, a
sausage shaped man frying in the sun, a boy with tall hair that gets soaked by a wave, etc. After
getting their general shapes, I worked on creating a design language that would unify them. Big
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rectangular noses or none at all, flat-circular nipples on some, flat-circular pink cheeks on others.
In the end, they’re certainly an odd bunch, but they wander the right line between cartoon and
realism to feel slightly uncomfortable and a little funny.
I decided to paint the backgrounds more geometric and sparse to help set off the organic
shapes of the bird and the characters in the foreground. The result was an interesting
juxtaposition of super-flat, graphically minimal space being explored by a very active main
character and camera. The paper-cutout nature of the environmental elements lent an extra sense
of mass to what might otherwise have felt like also flat and simplistic characters. The final
composition toggled the viewer’s eyes between 2D and 3D spaces (as seen in figures 6 and 7),
which felt fitting for a film commenting on humanity’s relationship to screen-based space and the
physical world.

Figure 11. Example of super-flat background design
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Figure 12. Example of camera movement forcing background into 3 dimensions

Music and Sound
I had asked Cindy Lan to compose for me a year before production had started, before my
proposal was even submitted. She was a friend of mine from my undergraduate degree at
Skidmore College and was then living in Rochester to study for her own masters at Eastman;
while she had never composed for a short film before, I knew her taste and skill as a musician
would elevate my film. I only gave her one round of notes before she found the perfect mood for
the piece; she approached the story with a slow and swaggering viola melody which gradually
morphed into gargled reverberations and elevating pitches to give a voice to the swirling vortex
consuming my characters.
In the second semester of production, I realized I would not be able to do the film justice
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as my own sound designer. I attended Dave Sluberski’s Advanced Sound class one evening to
see if any students might be interested in lending a hand, and luckily for me, Andrew Ragan was
excited to take on the project. After figuring out what kinds of sounds would characterize the
seagull, he flew through the design process and meshed the soundscape with Cindy’s
composition beautifully. I am so thankful for this collaborative experience, working with these
two artists gave me some much needed confidence in my own work and helped push me toward
finishing the film as fully as possible.

Production During A Global Crisis

In April of 2020, my peers and I had left campus for spring break. We had heard of an illness
spreading rapidly in China, and that there were a few cases in the US, but none of us had
anticipated what would happen next. It started slowly at first, our spring break was extended by
a few days (which was exciting at the time), then there were talks of shifting the rest of classes
for the semester online. April of 2020 was the last time I worked on campus equipment for my
thesis.

Together, Apart

In the mad scramble for resources, many of my peers and I procured our own drawing tablets,
laptops, software, and gear for production in the fall. While RIT did make it possible for us to
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work in the campus Grad Lab, the majority of my class didn’t. A genuine fear for our health was
keeping us indoors and apart during the formative parts of our theses, which felt like a
tremendous loss for a class that was so well bonded. We stayed in touch by texting and video
calls, but that didn’t quite replace the Grad Lab atmosphere where we had opportunities to
inspire each other or critique our works in progress.
Learning to work from home was its own trial. The allure of having Netflix droning in
the background, running to the kitchen for snacks, and the ease of laying down for a quick nap
all turned into daily traps for my productivity. There was no separation between work time and
play time, and no one to hold me accountable. My weekly Zoom meetings and the classes I
GA’d became the infrastructure around which I built my work time. After the first couple of
months, the rhythm felt more natural, and my peers and I finally reunited on Zoom for a
homemade Animatic Night. There wasn’t much in the way of constructive criticism that night,
we mostly just celebrated seeing each other’s faces and marveling at what we were able to
accomplish despite each other’s absence.

Feedback and Changes
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Figure 13. A selection of post-it notes from production

Working through Blue Light was a constant lesson in revising and exaggerating. I have learned
that too often I play it safe as an animator, when I need to be using the medium to its full
potential. My weekly meetings taught me to be direct with my staging, flexible with characters,
and always to be open to doing one more pass.
One lesson in particular brought on a true “Ah” moment for me; I discovered, pretty late
in the game, that I was creating eases incorrectly. I had the right idea, but because I'm a child of
this fantastical digital age (and also because I'm not yet working on other people's projects), I
haven’t needed to rely on timing charts to animate eases in a specific way or number of frames. I
was getting by just plowing my head through scenes, knowing somewhere in my gut that more
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frames meant slower action and fewer frames meant faster action. The part I didn’t grasp, until I
was walked through it by my advisor, was that the key to the ease is using each consecutive
frame into the ease is half again the distance of the previous frame. I had a handle on the
‘cutting distance in half and in half again’ to slow things down progressively, but I failed to see
that by selecting frames for my inbetweens at very even intervals, I was undoing any easing I
wanted to create.

Figure 14. Blog post detailing my timing chart failures
In terms of exaggerating, each of my vignettes was improved by pushing its logical
boundary just a bit further. While some benefited from adjustments in staging and timing, others
needed literal exaggeration in posing. At 02:26, the girl with french fries begins striking a series
of poses for her selfies. My first instinct was to draw silly but physically possible poses, but
after taking into consideration the content of the rest of the film, and the need to steadily increase
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the level of strangeness, it became necessary to push those poses past doable and start breaking
the model for the sake of absurdity. Here was an excellent opportunity to incorporate all twelve
principles of animation into one scene, and I’m glad I didn’t shy away from it. My skills as an
animator undoubtedly improved during this production, but my greatest challenge was in
choosing how to end the film. For Blue Light, the most influential feedback came from my
advisory committee and a work in progress screening run by faculty in January of 2021.
Many suggestions were made during the winter in-progress screening. The key points,
which would decide what lesson the audience is left with, were whether the seagull should
emerge victorious in his pursuit of the french fries, if he should be affected at all by the events
surrounding the human characters, and whether there should be any traces of humanity left after
they’ve disappeared into the sky (like cell phones dropping back down). I knew I couldn’t leave
the ending ambiguous forever, so I decided to look back to my first proposal for inspiration.
The original treatment ended with the main character outside in the sunlight, looking
inside her house to her computer screen in the distance. She is changed by the events of the
story, but even though we see the sunlight around her, even though she is reunited with her
companion, we know she is tempted to go back to her virtual world. I wanted to translate that
feeling --of things being ok on the outside, but forever changed by the course of events-- to my
current story. I chose to have the clouds open on the final scene, casting a warm light onto the
now trashed and abandoned beach. The clouds are still purple in the distance, and only a sandal
falls out of the sky, suggesting that neither the beachgoers nor their devices are coming back.
The seagull gets his fries and returns to the beach, and as the camera pulls back, we see dozens
more seagulls pecking at the clutter left behind, suggesting that the same story happened to
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countless others. This ending is not threatening like my original story, but instead suggests a
kind of irony to how cyclical fascination, dependency, and apathy can be.

Figure 15. Still from Blue Light

Screening and Reception

Blue Light was screened virtually in May 2021, and was well received by my classmates and
faculty. Unfortunately, I did not have the classic experience of screening in Wegmans Theater on
campus, but having the unique opportunity to show the film live to my friends and family all
over the country was something special. Many of my peers left supportive comments through
Youtube’s chatroom system, and a few faculty members pointed out my strength in color design
and camera moves.
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After giving my artist statement through Zoom, the faculty had time to ask questions and
comment. Mark Reisch took the initiative and pointed out that the cell phones drifting upward in
the background should have had people attached to them. I concede that this would have helped
solidify my world-building, and could have filled in some vacant space in my compositions.
However, Mark also complimented my attention to small details like the baby’s diaper inflating
with water after its dip in the ocean. Our new School Director, Shanti Thakur commented that
the film had great humor and was also well crafted after she saw it in the Honors Reel. Overall, I
think I had hoped for more questions and critique from my professors, but I am happy to know
there was nothing so disruptive or confusing in my film that it needed to be called out during my
question and answer session.

Final Thoughts

Making Blue Light was an invaluable experience which put to use every element of my
education at RIT. My weaknesses were exposed as well as my strengths, and I feel more capable
now than ever before to improve the areas I want to pursue professionally. More than anything, I
think this experience has shown me which areas of the animation pipeline bring me the most
satisfaction. While my experience at RIT was unique to say the least, looking back now I
wouldn’t change anything. My relationship with my peers and faculty was ultimately what
helped shape the final story of Blue Light; our ability to embrace and move past any bumps in the
road and even grow from them, is what transformed the mopey tale of millennial woe into a
surreal, but honest comedy short.
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Figure 16. Title screen of Blue Light featuring festival laurels
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Blue Light
Log Line
To alleviate her loneliness and boredom, a young woman explores the Web for the first time,
but finds there are unexpected consequences to leaving the real world behind.

Rationale
In making this film, I hope to explore the sensation of losing touch with the physical world due
to time spent on the internet. In the awkward early days of the technology boom (1990s to
early 2000s), for some the web became a helpful tool for everyday life tasks and entertainment,
but for others it quickly became an addiction. In my story, I want to show the struggle between
maintaining a life outside the web when it becomes the central part of one’s social interactions,
and the consequences of losing touch with one’s body.
In my own experience, the computer was a constant presence in my household, but one that I
didn’t fully acknowledge until I started connecting to the web as a young teen. Going online felt
like wading into an ocean which I was both afraid of and excited to explore. I wasn’t aware of
how time fell away when I was at the computer. Coming back to real life with stiff legs and red
eyes didn’t seem to be a steep price to pay, but looking back I wonder how technology changed
the trajectory of my life and the lives of other people my age. I want to use this film to examine
the life of someone who is drifting further away from reality until they’re unable to come back
completely, because that is how I feel technology has influenced my life.

Treatment
Ada is out walking her dog, Morris, around a greyish flat town. She glances at her surroundings,
scanning the street in front of her sighing, until she notices a line of people coming around a
corner. Morris pulls his leash, trying instead to walk Ada toward a nearby park, but she tugs him
back to her heel and moves toward the crowd. People are clustered closely to the glass which
emanates a blue glow. Many of the windows are plastered with sale signs brandishing the
phrase “STAY CONNECTED.” She ties Morris to a post outside and enters the store.
A storm front moves in and Ada has her porchlight on, a moth is knocking against it. Inside, Ada
is poking at buttons on her keyboard and Morris pokes his head out from under a mountain of
black cables. After a dial-up tone, Ada’s face is illuminated with a pale blue light. Her eyes glaze
over and she leans forward slowly, closer to the screen, until she suddenly jerks backward. She
looks around herself and finds she is in a completely foreign landscape; she seems to be
standing on a peak and can see for miles all around her. When she focuses in one direction,
wild color and shape begins to populate there. She runs, jumps, and hovers in the air, letting
light and color swirl around her, eyes widening with excitement. She falls backward and is
sitting in her desk chair, her legs folded under her painfully, Morris is licking her foot.
The sun rises on another stormy day, and Morris is asleep next to Ada’s feet which are dragging
back and forth slowly at her desk. Online, she’s swimming through what seems to be a bright
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and colorful city; Bubbles and waves of light wash over her and she runs her hands through the
shapes around her. Back in the real world, the rain has cleared and Morris nudges his empty
bowl of food. The moth from before is now inside the porch light bulb.
Dust and cobwebs have formed on Ada’s windowsill, her plants are shriveled, and heaps of trash
and food are strewn about the apartment. Morris scratches open the front door.
Ada is floating through the scene of lights and color once again, but her surroundings start
moving faster and begin crowding in around her. She pushes the forms away from her and tries
to regain control, but is spun around and tossed violently, as though she were tumbled by a
wave. The lights and color begin to bury her and in her fight for breath, she jolts back to
consciousness in the real world.
Her hands grip the desk chair as she catches her breath. She looks around and sees her trashed
apartment and the front door ajar. She loses her breath again scrambling to her feet as she
scans the place again for her dog, but again he’s nowhere to be found. Finally, she hears a soft
bark from the porch; she skids over to see Morris sunbathing in the afternoon light and she lies
down next to him, letting the light hit her face. Glancing back inside, she gazes at the computer
screen across the havoc of her apartment.

Vision
In this piece, I will strive to use color to create contrast between the real world and the web
world. The real world will reflect the main character’s sense of loneliness; it will be flat, barren,
and full of desaturated yellows, browns, and blue tones. Characterized by loud magentas, light
blues, violets, and black, the web world will align with the current “vaporwave” aesthetic which
draws on the nostalgia for early 2000s and late 90s webpages. In further contrast, shots in the
real world will be composed of still, wide camera angles while the web will incorporate more
dynamic angles and moving cameras. Although this web-world is intentionally ambiguous, I
intend to design her interactions with it similarly to interactions with water and the ocean. I
hope to minimize visual representations of technology and Ada’s computer by only showing
reflected blue light on her face and body.

Budget
Item

Estimated Cost

TVPaint Software

IK

Wacom Cintiq
Adobe Software

IK
IK

Composer Fee
Festival Fees

~$300
~$300

*Estimated Budget: $600
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Timeline (excluding scheduled breaks):
Production

Augus
t

Septemb
er

Octobe
r

Novemb
er

Dec
em
ber

Januar Februa
y
ry

Marc
h

Apri
l

Concept Art
Char.
Design
Story
Revision
StoryBoard
Layouts
Animatic
Background
s
Rough
Animation
Clean-up
Inks
Color
Compositin
g
Sound Mix
Music
(Cindy)
Titles/Credit
s
Final
Render
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